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Abstract

The possibility of using supercritical carbon dioxide (scCO2) as the primary
solvent in a spray process for producing superhydrophobic surfaces have
been examined in this work. Using scCO2 as solvent will have considerably
lower environmental impact compared to an organic solvent since scCO2 is
considered a green solvent as it is non-toxic, non-flammable and recyclable.
To be able to work at the pressures needed to reach the supercritical state
of carbon dioxide, a high-pressure technique called rapid expansion of
supercritical solutions (RESS) has been used to produce the coatings.
Fluorinated compounds are often used when producing superhydrophobic
coatings due to their intrinsic water repellent properties, but generally these
compound do not degrade in nature. Due to this, a wax and a biodegradable
polymer have been used as the coating materials in this work.

Two RESS set-ups were used to spray a polymer from solutions of scCO2

and acetone. The first system was based on a continuous flow of the solvent
mixture and the polymer particles were collected on silica surfaces. Some of
the coatings had superhydrophobic properties and the limitation with this
technique was the loss of particles between the nozzle and the surface. In
the second set-up, RESS was combined with electrostatic deposition (ED) to
improve the particle collection. Different processing parameters were examined
and most of the RESS-ED sprayed surfaces were superhydrophobic. This
was demonstrated by high contact angles against water, low contact angle
hysteresis and low tilt angles at which a water droplet rolls off the surface.
It was also shown that the surface structures created when spraying using
RESS-ED induced the important two-level roughness that was needed to
achieve superhydrophobicity. A semi-continuous process for scaling-up the
RESS system when spraying the wax has been developed. Temperature and
pressure was investigated to find the highest solubility of the wax in scCO2,
and 250 bar and 67 °C resulted in the largest amount of sprayed wax. It was
also shown that the system is suitable for spray-coating the wax on different
substrates such as glass, paper, aluminium etc. since all of these surfaces
showed superhydrophobic properties. The wear resistance of the coatings
were examined by different methods. Scratch resistance, vertical compression
and the friction between the surface and a finger were analysed. The polymer
coated surfaces showed a larger robustness compared with the wax surfaces
in the scratch tests. The superhydrophobicity was lost for the wax coatings
exposed to compression loads above 59 kPa and in the frictions test, one finger
stroke over the coating destroyed the surface roughness. Finally, the wax
surfaces were investigated as coating barriers to protect steel from corrosion.
The superhydrophobic coating was stable up to 10 days before corrosion of the
steel started.
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